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Classic kong sizes

× Customer Reviews Description Made from the exclusive and safe natural rubber formula of Kong, The Classic Kong has been enjoyed by millions of dogs around the world for years. Great for toppings with treats or with Kong Stuff'N pasta. Clean safely in the dishwasher. The classic Kong is just that ... Classic! Made in the United States. The Kong Classic is available in 4 sizes.
For the power of chewing, we suggest ordering one or even two sizes larger than the size recommended for your dog's weight. Diameter Diameter Size Weight Recommendation Small 3 1.75 For dogs from 1-20 pounds Average 3.5 2.25 For dogs from 15-35 pounds. Big 4 2.75 For dogs from 30-65 pounds XL 5 3.5 For dogs from 60-90 pounds. Customer reviews Be the first to
write a review of this product. This one toy keeps both of my labs entertained for hours at a time. I was going to buy a second one, but I didn't need to  just replacing KC, which is over 4 years old. My dog just loves it. I put a piece of cookie in it and it plays with it for a long time trying to get it, I believe it's the first in that 3 years my dog can't destroy in 1 day :D Besides, I can't
stop playing with him. especially when his filled excellent Oscar destroys all the toys, but not these kongs, and he obessed with them. also the delivery so fast .. Good Service Tough as hell and joy to watch as my dog gets hidden treats. It costs money. So good. Niff gets his lunch out of two of them every day, he slows it down to eat and gives him enrichment. If we ever forget to
use them, he looks at us like. It can also be frozen for summer treatment, or tied to a tree to keep them busy outside. Smear with peanut butter and give the anxious dog a few minutes before you are about to leave the house to keep them busy and distract from your departure. Dishwashable, but would suggest a low temperature setting as one of our got tacky on 70degs. My dog
just loves it. Prefers her dinner in Hong Kong, so now we have 2 and Wobbler Kong. If we put her dinner in her bowl she just looks at it and waits for it to be put in her Kongs. We have a 2-year Dalmatin X pointer and she absolutely loves it. Previously tried so-called indestructible chew toys that last a couple of hours at best, this, on the other hand, keeps it busy for hours. Although
when she was treats out of it she leaves him alone and plays with his other toys. Definitely worth getting for an active chewer We have a 6 month puppy and this item provides it with a lot of entertainment. We tried stuffing with a number of foods and he loves it. Well worth the cost. For some reason my dog will not touch this toy if you put food inside it. Without food he would
happily chase him for a while if we drop him for him, but then he goes, Find it easier, more flexible balls and brings them to us rather than. I have a very active Keeshond who chewed through every toy except this one! Had he been out for two days and played with him constantly and there is no chew the sign on it! There were some of them (and just because we lost them, or our
lab buried them somewhere!). They are great at controlling frantic food (our lab always thinks there is no tomorrow) and are great for treatment. Even years later, he still gets so excited about it. We use more Royal Canin kibble in ours, but it will take less kibble too. Pack it in as tightly as you can (you won't break this thing!) to make it more challenging! Absolutely must have an item
for your dog. This can be used for dogs that eat too greedily, keep your dog busy or for many others. It develops different skills and helps your dog relax. It is also made of a very durable material, so even my heavy chewing German shepherd can't destroy it. I bought a medium for my Tee Lurcher Bella and she loves it filled with peanut butter and they are so easy to clean too. It
keeps Bella busy for hours as she is a very busy puppy and whatever keeps her busy bonus, we will get a lot more of them for our other dogs. This is the best friend of our German Shepherd. Great to keep your dog busy while your absence is at home. Works well with dogs that eat too greedily. He develops different skills. Made from good quality materials. Fantastic toy, long,
chewed non-stop my puppy and still as good as the new one! Must have a toy for any dog owner. Huge plus, fill with their favorite treats and endless entertainment for them, love it:-) Bought this for my dog and he loves it! It's a great product and it keeps the dog busy. I'm all right for everyone. Also, it seems that the wet food does taste a lot better when eaten out of a conga! Kongs
are as brilliant as you do them - my dog's favorite is to have it stuffed with wet dog food and frozen. In the past we have also tried (a small amount) of cheese or marmite, peanut butter and chicken. They all go down well and if your dog is too fast then try freezing. The only thing I would say is that they are indestructible. If you have a dog with a big head and/or a particularly strong
chewer (and you know if your dog is a strong chewer), then get a black version or they will chew the hunk off it. No two dogs are the same, they all have their own personalities and habits, but one thing they all have in common is their need/desire to chew. To stop them from chewing your furniture and things, you have to provide your dog with his or her own toys to chew on. One
of the best chew toys for any kind of dog kong. What is the difference between KONG? KONG has many different toy options for many different occasions, making them a favorite among pet owners. If you are looking for something solid like Classic, cuddle like a plush toy, or a rope for a tug-of-war game - KONG has you covered. How do you choose the right KONG for your dog?
Finding the right toy for your dog can be a fair bit of trial and error. If you can it's better to invest in a few options, then stock up on those your puppy gets with the best. Normally, the rule Plush toys are good for team play, and durable toys for treatment are better for self-time. To choose the right KONG size you need to consider your dog's age, size, and chewing habits. If your
puppy is small, he will need something that sits comfortably with his small jaw. THE KONG Classic, for example, comes in a variety of sizes such as X-small (for pets up to five pounds) and small (for pets up to 20 pounds). Larger dogs have large jaws, which means they need more KONG size. If you're ever unsure, size is up. Another important thing to take into account when
choosing your dog's new toy: how powerful your puppy is to chew. If your dog has a powerful bite, no matter what size or weight he is, go for KONG Extreme. Why do we recommend the KONG Classic the most? We love the KONG Classic because it is a versatile toy and quite durable. Putting a treat in KONG makes it an interactive toy for your dog, it can also be a fun toy throw
as it form makes it bounce in different directions as well as you can create fun recipes. Get a FREE KONG Classic for a limited time when you buy any Kong Stuff'n spread. Also find fun recipes over on our social media @PetsDelight. All dogs have different quirks and habits, but there is one behavior that you can almost always expect from dogs: They are going to chew things.
Reasons for chewing can vary, says dog trainer and author Victoria Shade, but the solution is often the same. Puppies need their own toys to chew so they don't leave their bite marks on your possession. And for Schade, an experienced expert with more than a decade of dog training experience for clients like Animal Planet, KONG toys are a favorite, whether for big dogs, small
dogs or anything in between. I love that KONG has been an absolute innovator in the world of dog toys. They changed the way our dogs have fun, she says. Although she is not affiliated with the brand, she jokes: I think KONG should hire me as a representative because I am an unabashed fan and subject expert! Whether you are a new dog mom or dad looking for toys for your
puppy, or a longtime pet parent hoping to spice things up with a new KONG for your big dog or little dog, we have the ultimate guide to different types of kong toys and how to use them as well as kong recipes and more. Benefits of KONG Toys So what distinguishes KONG toys from each other? For Scheid, it comes down to two advantages. First, she says: I like that they have
many options that take into account different styles and chewing abilities. Different types of kong toys range from classic snowman shaped TO KONG (which itself comes in a variety of and rubber strengths) for toys designed to be played to bring, tug-of-war, and even sweet, after the game snuggles. The second advantage of KONG is more for the peace of the pet parent. The
second up? Shade also likes that KONG toys are made in the U.S. from globally sourced natural rubber materials. Choosing the right KONG for your KONG'S KONG'S dog The range of products for dogs is a huge asset. But for pet parents, that choice can be overwhelming. So how do you know which toy is right for your dog? Finding the right toy for your pet often involves some
trial and error to determine what your dog prefers. I think having different dog toys and chews is super important, so investing in a bunch of different options will help you determine how your dog ranks toys, Shade advises. It also depends on the situation. For example, plush toys are ideal for team play, while stronger rubber toys for treatment are better for self-enrichment, Says
Shade. The first step is narrowing your options depending on your dog's age, size and chewing habits, Shade says. Choosing the right size KONG When choosing kong toys for dogs, you want to choose the best size for your jaws. Smaller adult breeds need a toy that is sized appropriately for their smaller jaws. Kong Classic, for example, comes in sizes X-small (for pets up to 5
pounds) and small (for pets up to 20 pounds). In addition to the smaller SIZE of the KONG Classic, Schade recommends KONG SqueakAir toys, which are also smaller, including X-small and small. Usually they are irresistible to small dogs, says Scheid. They are soft enough for them to capture, plus they have a fantastic sound. Large adult breeds have large jaws to match. For
them, Shade recommends the large size of the KONG Classic. If in doubt, KONG recommends size up. By choosing the right KONG rubber strength you might think that all the little light dog chewers and all the big dogs are powerful chewing, but that's not the case. You'll need to take your dog's individual chewing style into account the KONG Classic is an almost universal hit with
chewers of all types, both large and small, Shade says. If your dog has extra powerful chompers-whether it's a small breed of dog or a large breed of dog-opt for KONG ultra-durable toys. For these devastating chewing, Shade recommends KONG Extreme, made from the strongest rubber brand. They come in small sizes (for dogs up to 20 pounds) through XX-large (for dogs 85
pounds and up). Like THE KONG Classic, this snowman-shaped toy can be stuffed with goodies to add extra temptations. Dedicated chewers will also enjoy tough rubber toys like KONG tires and KONG Extreme Goodie Bones, Shad adds. Both are great options for dogs that love to play fast-paced games to bring or settle down to unpack treats from the inside out. Pet parents
looking for soft toys can check out plush brand options like KONG CuteSeas water themed toys and floppy knots that are made with internal ropes. They are suitable for with gentle mouths, Scheid explains. Plush toys are fantastic for team play between pet parents and dogs rather than unattended chomping. KONG Toys for puppies with their high energy and short attention span,
puppies need a toy that will keep their attention long enough to wear them, Shade Shade Kong dog dog toy is the perfect solution. Its rubber is uniquely designed to withstand the sharp teeth of a puppy, soothing discomfort and rewarding your puppy for chewing the appropriate object (rather than your new shoes). This will not only provide them with hours of fun, catching and
fetching sporadically bouncing toys, real benefits in a unique shape and hollow design, says Dr Roger Mugford, an animal psychologist and founder of the Animal Behavior Centre in Surrey, England. This clever design allows for food stuffing and therefore turns this great toy into a therapeutic 'boredom-busting' soother. To really relieve these gum pains, Dr. Mugford says, pet
parents can stuff and freeze toys, offering edible treatments as well as cooling relief. KONG puppy comes in sizes X-small through big so be sure to choose the right size for your puppy. Another fun toy for puppies, Shade says, is the KONG Puppy Teeth Stick, which is a great way to introduce treating toy stuff because it has an easy payout, she says. KONG Toys for Senior Dog
KONG Senior is a popular option. Like KONG Classic Toys, it is a snowman shaped, stuffy toy with the added benefit of being designed specifically for older dogs aging teeth and gums. It comes in sizes small, medium and large. Older dogs sometimes need extra stimulation to encourage old bones to get off the couch for some fun, says Shade. KONG Stuff-a-Ball, a dosing toy
treatment with plenty of room for goodies inside and medium chew strength, is suitable for a wide range of dogs, and it may just be tempting to play what older people need, she says. Says.
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